Also, note that the journey to Hipponax is left undescribed… except that it was a fast journey (page 149 footnote).
If the Referee desires, he may plant a string of old friends, foes, unresolved issues and missed opportunities for the
PCs to encounter on their return journey. Don’t let any opportunity for adventure go to waste!

The Popagroup will work hard avoid conflict zones as much as possible.
But conflict may well find the PCs anyways, if they’re walking point for the convoy. Be prepared.
This graphic is titled “Crash Site” © Jaroslaw Marcinek
See his work at https://yar0.deviantart.com/art/Crash-Site-647042198
Conflicts and Clashes
Stories are driven by conflict, action and discovery, and this one is no exception. But PCs need to know who they
are and what they want, before they can choose correctly.
Are the PCs Imperial or Solomani? That is, are they part of the ships crew and leadership of the Popagroup, a
convoy sent from the Imperium to bring home the long-lost family members? Or are they part of the migrating
Solomani family members, leaving an old familiar Solomani world behind in hops of a better life as an Imperial?
If they like action, the PCs should be the visiting Imperials, crewing one of the patrol cruisers of the Popagroup. The
PCs can command starships, have greater immediate authority, and have a greater scope of action here. The
Solomani characters are better for pure roleplay, discovering an entirely new land, new species, new ways of life, a
new family, and a new world. It is somewhat less active, as the Solomani PCs are being led and protected by their
Imperial brothers. But leading a community, after it is settled down, means more power (and responsibility) later.
(Previous) In an odyssey like the Popagroup's, the Traveller should expect great wonders…
as well as great dangers. ‘Best keep some distance from the megafauna.’
This graphic is titled “Adamastors” © Adriano Portugal
See his work at https://danarogon-ap.deviantart.com/art/Adamastors-676738519
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The many worlds of Clazomenae, of which Hipponax is just one. This graphic is titled “A Perfect Sunset XVI” ©
Axel JP. See his work at https://axel-astro-art.deviantart.com/art/A-Perfect-Sunset-XVI-702796787
If Imperial, are the PCs convoy leaders and staff, or starship officers and crew? Convoy leadership gives more
money and political power, but starship personnel interact directly with new faces and new environments:
bureaucrats and soldiers, merchants and the press, friends and foes.
Do they man the Low Liners & the Freighters? The Subsidized Liners? The Patrol Cruisers? Or the Free Trader?
Each ship – all jump3 capable - has a role to play in the Popagroup convoy: but some roles are more fun than
others. The physical stats of the starships are detailed elsewhere (pages 125 – 146): noted below is their role in the
convoy, and their suitability as a base for the PCs.
•

Brazasia, Exultation, Channel Light, Vision Afar: 1000-ton Mer Aiani-class Low Liners. These ships are the
main workhorse of the flotilla, actually bringing home the people the House needs. These vessels are
protected, and kept at the centre of the convoy: but they are not well armed, and are expected to stay
out of trouble. If all goes well, life here should be boring and safe. The first choice for ordinary, workingclass people actually living in the game world, but not for the real-life, adventure-loving people who play
Traveller!

49

Hipponax system is left undetailed in this adventure. If the Referee wishes, he can decree that all these
moons are terraformed (“That Solomani biotech skill!”) and populated, and run an entire campaign here! “But
this time, let’s have the Solomani roleplay a few years at home, before getting fed up and going Imperial.”
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The Solomani Confederation isn’t a quarter of the size of the Third Imperium… but there are still more worlds
than you can shake a stick at within her borders. This graphic is titled “Dreaming of Traveling” © Psyxis.
See his work at https://psyxis.deviantart.com/art/Dreaming-of-Traveling-472457043
•

50

Starsnstripes, Soaring Eagle : 1000-ton Aiani Freighters. Supplemental to the mission, the Aiani-class
freighters are still important to the overall success of the mission, bringing the effects and wealth of the
migrants over to Imperial Space. “All we have, everything we own, our entire past life, tucked into one
cargo container.” Of all the vessels, these are among the more expendable vessels: but at about half a
billion credits a ship, House Popa certainly doesn’t want to lose a single one!
Much like the Low Liners, life here is ho-hum, routine, and predictable: great for in-game NPC crewmen
who just want to get home in one piece (and Vilani of all stripes), but a poor choice for most Traveller
players.

•

Antique Lands, Invisible Cities: 600-ton Lord Somerset Subsidized Liners. These are the ‘command ships’ of
the flotilla. Well, actually, only Antique Lands host the Imperial command staff of the Popagroup convoy.
Invisible Cities is outfitted with the same comforts and luxury as Antique Lands, and will provide the
leaders of the Solomani migrants with a very pleasant journey: but they have no command authority over
the Imperial ships and crew (excluding courtesies and formalities).
Antique Lands is where the Imperial decisions are made for the convoy, political, military, and financial.
Invisible Cities is where the Solomani leadership of the migrants work to digest the loss of the old, and the
arrival of the new.

50

Yes, yes, the First American Republic (AD 1776 - ????) has been gone for 3000 years by the time of Emperor
Strephon – or 3300 years, but whose really counting? – but even today, there may be sailing ships named after
the symbols of the Ancient Egyptian Pharaohs like the Deshret and Hedjet (combined, these two crowns make
the Pshent), the Feather of Maat, the Flail and Crook (look it up, you’ll probably recognize it), Heb-Sed, the
Sekhem, the Uraeus (the Cobra: you’ve seen it in movies before), and the Nemes (that big headdress the
Pharaohs always wear in the movies). Anyways, the point is, symbols of a really famous government can be
recognized even millennia from now, long after said government became so much drifting sand…
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The Solomani migrants don’t have much power on the journey: that kicks in after arriving at their
destination, put their money and talents to work, and start building wealth, leveraging relationships,
establishing roots in the new soil, and settling old scores. But the plans of the migrants are drawn up on
Invisible Cities, during the journey.
For this adventure, I assume that most action-oriented Traveller role-players will take a pass here for the
liners. But for a second play-through? This time, with a roleplaying or high command focus? Maybe…

There is a series of major Solomani naval and military bases over and on the important high-tech, high-pop
world of Hipponax – both for protection, and to remind the local liberal government not to wander too far off
Solomani Racial Doctrine. This graphic is titled “Scramble!” © BlastWaves. See his work at
https://blastwaves.deviantart.com/art/Scramble-621868525
•

Endgame, Verdigris Coin: 600-ton Lurushaar Kilaalum Patrol Cruisers. Small but capable warships,
despised but respected by pirates across the Imperium… and beyond. Definitely PC material – ‘the more
action, the better’!
If the Referee wants to use the well-developed background of House Popa beyond this adventure, then
the PCs should be servants/members of the same House. If not, make them members of House Horai of
Cyril/Moibi/Reft, an allied family with (it is rumoured) good connections with _________: the Patrol
Cruisers and their crew are loaners, and will return home when the mission is done.
The ship the PCs choose should be crewed as they wish: but the other Patrol Cruiser should be run on an
antagonistic manner. If the PCs are Imperial loyalists, the other ship’s captain and crew should show
subversive tendencies. If the PCs are careful old hands, the other ship should be arrogant (and lucky!)
newbies. PC crews who are a carefree mix of all the Imperial races should be matched by a by-the-book
monoracial crew. Money-is-all cynics should be partnered with uncompromising ideologues and fanatics.
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If the PCs want both patrol cruisers, then use their different personalities and styles to push conflict and
clashes. How do they react to difficult orders from convoy command? To outside pressure? If attacked by
pirates, who does what? When only one set of orders can be obeyed, who leads and who follows?
•

51

Whippersnapper (300-ton Calypso class Far Trader). Why not a long-legged, jump3 small merchantman,
similar to the traditional Traveller PC ship? If the PCs own the ship, some backstory will have to be created
to give a reason for their membership in the Popagroup (Family ties? Cash? Tourism? Covert Imperial
Security surveillance?) and giving them a role in support of the convoy. If the PCs don’t own the ship, then
they are hired as agents for the convoy: going ahead to prepare the way (pathfinder duties), acting as a
message courier, picking up goods the convoy needs, etc.

While the plurality/majority of the Hipponax population follows variations of the Orthodox (Eastern, Oriental,
and Cyclical) branches of the Christian faith, there are many Sufi and Druze Muslims as well. This graphic is titled
“Journey to Shatter Island!” © Erik Shoemaker. See his work at https://www.artstation.com/kire
and https://erikshoemaker.deviantart.com/art/Journey-to-Shatter-Island-355197548
Characters

Imperial Visitors
The Players are leading members and trusted servants of House Popa, a minor aristocratic house within the
Imperium with enough wealth to move a thousand distant relatives and their cargo across 184 parsecs: a
52
substantial amount of wealth, in other words. They primarily want to get their assets – expensive ships and highly
trained men – back to their Imperial homeworlds in one piece; secondarily, they want to complete their mission,
and bring back hundreds of willing relatives to beef up trustworthy familial manpower.
•

Imperial PCs are into action – keeping the convoy in shape, liaising with local authorities and contacts,
avoiding fights with Confederation forces, driving off pirates.

51

Incidentally, the Jump4 Desiree Keah-Class yacht, mentioned in this issue’s ‘Personality Profiles VI’, has the
range needed to fit in the convoy. With a little rewriting and time-shifting, you could even get Princess
Nicolette herself in the adventure, as an Imperial representative, observer, or agent of some sort.
52
Nothing much, compared to the quadrillions of a serious Imperial Core fortune (see: House Tukera), but still
quite beyond the imagination of most Imperials. “Commoners tend to lose focus when billions are discussed.”
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Some PCs may well insist on leaving the beaten bath on their way to Nedropall, set in
the polar regions of the planet. Who knows what forgotten relics of earlier times they may discover?
This graphic is titled “Snow” © Goren Delic. See his work at https://delic.deviantart.com/art/Snow-135655296

Solomani Migrants
The Players here are important members of the Popai ethnic group, being reunited with their clan at great
expense. Born as second-class citizens – racially pure, but culturally disliked, and politically impotent outside of
their neighbourhoods in the icy city of Nedropall – a frozen settlement on a broadly wealthy and pleasant world,
they have to interact with the numerous cultures and contacts along the way, for good or ill, while keeping the
interests of their family (and their Race?) in mind. They also have to figure out what’s awaiting them, and how they
can adapt to Imperial culture.
•

Solomani PCs are into roleplaying – interacting with Imperials, experiencing new worlds, adjusting to a
new interstellar society and new ways of thinking... and looking at the old ways in a new light.

Interestingly, there is no single book on creating a typical Imperial Mixed Vilani citizen – a softer form of Vilani,
described in the Vilani & Vargr and GURPS Traveller: Interstellar War books, is probably the best that can be done.
In contrast, there is quite a bit of good material for roleplaying Solomani: Classic Traveller’s Solomani Alien Book,
Digest Group’s Solomani & Aslan work, and more recently, Mongoose Traveller’s Solomani Alien Module.
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The last view of an old friend, Clazomenae, before leaving the Hipponax homeworld forever…
This graphic is titled “Please don’t leave” © Axel JP.
See his work at https://www.deviantart.com/art/Please-don-t-leave-655484190
At the Start
The adventure start date is 110-1105 Imperial (April 21, AD 5625 on the Solomani Calendar): Imperial PCs have just
arrived in-system, and (after a day of pre-arranged paperwork and procedures) are now cleared to pick up the
long-lost relatives/colonists for the long journey home. Solomani PCs, native to the world of Hipponax, have just
been notified that the Popagroup – and the new life it promises – has just arrived in-system, and is ready to bring
them to their new home in the Imperium. Both groups have 15 days to get everyone and everything together, and
on the flotilla to start the journey home.

Imperials
•

•

Imperial PCs start onboard their respective starship(s) in the Popagroup.
Act out the relationships between
o PCs and their fellow crewmen;
o PCs and convoy command;
o PCs and Confederation starport traffic control;
o PCs and other traders, Solomani and otherwise. “A surprising amount of visitors from beyond
Confederation borders here.”
Make landfall at the major planetary starport, Sonho Landing, close to the system capital, Udermon. “Very
cosmopolitan for a Confederation world!” Stretch their legs, get a feel of the world, take in the sights.
Gaze at the gas giant, dominating the sky.
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The banner of House Popa.
It’s illegal to use the Imperial Sunburst without permission… but you can get close.
This graphic is titled “The New Flag of Florida” © Android.
See his work at https://achaley.deviantart.com/art/The-New-Flag-of-Florida-546918346

The flag of Kapakoo.
This graphic is titled “The Empire of Argentina” © Android. See his work at
https://achaley.deviantart.com/art/The-Empire-of-Argentina-472792942
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Make the journey to Nedropall – a polar city – by land highway, magnetic rail, grav bus… Marvel at the
richness of the ecosystem… and it’s gradual shift to arctic barrenness, as they approach their destination.
The number of off-worlders falls drastically as the party draws closer to Nedropall, as can be expected
from going from warm and welcoming climes to more hostile and cold lands. And yet, the Imperials are
not treated with the raw hostility and suspicion they’ve usually been given on other Solomani worlds soon
after leaving the starport. (And often enough, even in the port itself!)
Meet the local Popai migrants they will be transporting to their new home in the Imperium. Formally
greet the local representatives of the Solomani Party. Photo op, and a formal farewell dinner – no Party
reps at the dinner, though the local police are out in force. “To protect us, or to keep an eye on us?”
Get a taste of local Solomani culture – different from most Solomani worlds. Wealthier, more open, and
less rigid racial boundaries: “Regardless of whose buying and selling, all customers are valued!”
Better know their long-lost family members. Some people the PCs will like, and others they won’t.
Work hard on getting people and stuff on their respective starships before dustoff.
Get back on their ships, receive their order for the jump out, and begin the year-long journey home.
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Nedropall was never the best of places… but some still home for some.
This graphic is titled “Ice Station Echo” © Neil Thacker.
See his work at https://www.renderosity.com/mod/gallery/ice-station-echo/2486808/

Solomani
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Solomani PCs start from their farewell dinner on their homeworld, in a rented hall in Nedropall, their
hometown and the stronghold of their Popai ethnic group.
They finally meet their strange Imperial brothers from distant stars, bringing them to a new home.
Naturally, they note the physical similarities – lean bodies and light skin – and the differences – the
visitors have more Vilani physical characteristics, their version of Anglic is sometimes incomprehensible
(more Vilani and other non-Solomani loanwords), and they have a more open attitude about them (no
fear of secret security services).
They sniff out which Imperials like them, which dislike them, and which are just indifferent.
They get their first feel for Popa family politics, and begin to find their place in a new society, even as they
cut their ties with the old world – sometimes with sadness, and sometimes with joy.
Time for last-minute goodbyes for friends and family they will never see again.
Final bits of paperwork, hauling everything they can pack on the ships.
Most of the Solomani migrants will be put in low berths to sleep through the 15-month or so journey (and
maybe wake up at the end of it): families hug as they are put to bed, knowing that there is only a good
probability that they will wake up again.
The PCs are assumed to be among the chosen few that will remain awake for the entire journey. A less
risky way to travel, but also more expensive, so you have to be part of the Popai leaders (or be serving
them) to stay out of the low berths.
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